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Higgs pair production is crucial for measuring the Higgs boson self-coupling. The dominant
channel at hadron colliders is gluon fusion via heavy-quark loops. We present the results of a fully
exclusive simulation of gluon fusion Higgs pair production based on the matrix elements for hh+0, 1
partons including full heavy-quark loop dependence, matched to a parton shower. We examine and
validate this new description by comparing it with (a) Higgs Effective Theory predictions, (b)
exact hh + 0-parton sample showered by Pythia, and (c) exact hh + 1-parton distributions, by
looking at the most relevant kinematic distributions, such as phT , p
hh
T , Mhh spectra, and jet rate
as well. We find that matched samples provide an state-of-the-art accurate exclusive description of
the final state. The relevant LHE files for Higgs pair productions at the LHC can be accessed via
http://hepfarm02.phy.pku.edu.cn/foswiki/CMS/HH, which can be used for relevant experimental
analysis.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Cy, 12.38.-t, 13.85.Qk, 14.80.Bn
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of a 125-126 GeV Higgs-like boson [1–4],
together with the early measurement on its properties [5],
forsees a new era in particle physics to understand more
in detail the mechanism of electroweak symmetry break-
ing, in which precision measurement on Higgs couplings
will play a very important task, in demand of the forth-
coming upgraded LHC and the promising circular or lin-
ear e+e− collider. In particular, the Higgs self coupling
is crucial as it is the only portal to reconstruct and ver-
ify the Standard Model (SM) like scalar potential (see
e.g. [6]):
VSM = −µ2φ†φ+ λ|φ†φ|2, (1)
which leads to the triple- and quartic-Higgs couplings
gHHH = 6λv, gHHHH = 6λ, (2)
In the SM, one has v =
√
µ2/λ being the Higgs field
vacuum expectation value, and the higgs mass mH =√
2λv. Thus the self coupling parameter λ is fixed by
mH , however, it may not be the case in beyond SM.
Measuring Higgs pair productions can be sensitive to
gHHH and thus λ (for recent phenomenology papers, see
e.g. [7]). Previous Feasibility studies [8, 9] show that,
for example, at the 14TeV LHC with 3000fb−1 of data,
the SM Higgs pair process can be observed with high
significance and the trilinear coupling can be measured
within 40% accuracy. At the LHC, Higgs boson pair pro-
duction mainly proceeds via gluon fusion (GF) induced
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by heavy-quark triangle and box loops, with the former
being sensitive to the higgs trilinear couplings. In the
large Mt limit, one can integrate out the top quark filed,
resulting, to a good approximation, in a simple, non-
renormalizable effective field theory (HEFT) [10],
Leff = αs
12pi
GaµνG
µν,a log
(
1 +
H
v
)
, (3)
with Gµν,a being the QCD field tensor.
The leading order (LO) exact cross section has been
evaluated long ago [11–13]. The next-to-leading order
(NLO) QCD corrections have also been calculated in
Ref. [10], within the HEFT, resulting a K factor close
to 2. The next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD
results are presented in Ref. [14, 15], again within the
HEFT, finding a further increase of a factor of ∼ 1.2
over the NLO one. The top quark mass effect at NLO
has also been studied in Ref. [16], which shows a good
accuracy at O(10%) can be achieved if the LO result is
normalized taking into account the top quark mass.
On the other hand, in experimental analyses, it is cru-
cial to get as precise predictions as possible for exclu-
sive observables, such as the transverse momentum of
the higgs pair, phhT , and jet rate as well. As well known,
the differential distributions predicted by HEFT is not
trustable due to lost loop information, which can be eas-
ily seen if compared e.g. the HEFTMhh and p
h
T spectrum
with the exact loop results as shown in Figs. 1-2. One
can also build in the exact loop induced matrix elements
(ME) from e.g. MadLoop [17] within MadEvent [18] for
showering and event generating, as done in [9]. However,
beyond that, there is no available fully exclusive predic-
tion yet so far. The reason is that one needs to compro-
mise between the validity of HEFT and the complexity of
higher loop calculations. And this is the current Monte-
Carlo tool status for LHC Higgs pair productions.
2It is however possible to get full exclusive control at
hadron level on the complex event topology at the LHC,
while still reaching approximately Next-to-leading Loga-
rithms (NLL) accuracy, with the help of recent sophisti-
cated matching methods between ME and parton show-
ers (PS) [19, 20]. In PS programs, QCD radiation is
generated in the collinear and soft approximation, using
Markov chain techniques based on Sudakov form factors.
Hard and widely separated jets are thus poorly described
in this approach. On the other hand, tree-level fixed
order amplitudes can provide reliable predictions in the
hard region, while failing in the collinear and soft limits.
To combine both descriptions and avoid double counting
or gaps between samples with different jet multiplicity,
an appropriate matching method is required. Several al-
gorithms have been proposed over the years: the CKKW
method, based on a shower veto and therefore on event
re-weighting [19] and MLM schemes, based on event re-
jection [20, 21].
In this work, we report on the first matched simulation
of Higgs pair production via GF in the SM that retains
the full kinematic dependence on the heavy-quark loops.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin by describ-
ing our methodology. Then we present our results for the
SM Higgs pair productions. We show that the matching
procedure provides reliable results at the LHC and that
the effects from massive quark loops can be significant.
Finally we conclude in the last section.
II. METHOD
Our study is based on the kT -MLM and shower-
kT matching schemes [20, 22], implemented in
MadGraph/MadEvent [23], interfaced with
Pythia 6.4 [24] for parton shower and hadroniza-
tion. As explained more in detail in our previous works
for single Higgs case [25] , we find it convenient to
include the effects of the heavy-quark loop by simply
reweighting the events generated via tree-level HEFT
amplitudes.
In short, we implement di-Higgs Gluon effective inter-
actions Eq. (3) into MadGraph/MadEvent, and then
generate parton level events for hh+0, 1 partons in this
model. Before passing them to the PS program, events
are reweigthed by the ratio of full one-loop amplitudes
over the HEFT ones, r = |MLOOP|2/|MHEFT|2, where
|MLOOP|2 represents the full one-loop amplitude got by
FeynArts 3.5 [26], FormCalc 5.3 [27] and LoopTools-2.5
package [27]. The reweighted parton-level events are un-
weighted, passed through Pythia and matched using the
shower-kT scheme. All steps are automatic. To vali-
date the matching procedure, the effect of changing the
matching cutoff parameters such as Qjetmin and Q
ME
min in the
shower-kT matching schemes [20, 22] on several distribu-
tions, including the n→ n− 1 differential jet rates have
been extensively assessed.
Finally, we recall that even though matrix elements
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FIG. 1: Mhh distributions in Higgs pair gluon fusion produc-
tion at the 14TeV LHC.
for up to one final states partons are included in the
simulation, the accuracy of the overall normalization of
the inclusive sample is only leading order, exactly as in
a purely parton-shower result.
In the following, for convenience, we call the above
achieved results as Loop with matching, which will be
compared with HEFT with matching, exact hh+1 parton
level predictions from FeynArts/FormCalc/LoopTools,
and exact hh + 0 parton sample showered predictions
which we get by interfacing MadLoop with our stan-
dalone MC generator for event generating and showering.
III. SM HIGGS PAIR PRODUCTION
To illustrate the results of our simulations for Higgs
pair production via GF at the 14TeV LHC, we show
a few relevant observables in Figs. 1-4. We define jets
via the kT algorithm, with the distance measure between
parton i and beam B, or partons i and j as ki,BT ≡ piT ,
ki,jT ≡ min
(
piT , p
j
T
)√
2(cosh∆yij − cos∆φij)/D. Here
y is the rapidity and φ is the azimuthal angle around
the beam direction. The resolution parameter is set to
D = 0.7. Jets are required to satisfy |ηj | < 4.5 and
pjT > 30GeV. For sake of simplicity, we adopt Yukawa
couplings corresponding to the pole masses, i.e., for the
top quark mt = 173GeV and for the bottom-quark
mass mb = 4.6GeV. Other quark masses are neglected.
Throughout our calculation, we set mH = 126GeV,
and adopt the CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions
(PDFs) [28] with the core process renormalization and
the factorization scales µr = µf to parton center of
mass energy,
√
sˆ. For the matching performed in Mad-
Graph/MadEvent, as mentioned above, the shower
kT -MLM scheme is chosen, with Q
ME
min = Q
jet
min = 40GeV.
In Figs. 1 we show Higgs pair invariant mass distribu-
tion for Standard Model Higgs pair GF production at the
14TeV LHC. We compare matched results in the HEFT
theory and in the full theory (Loop) with Pythia. We
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FIG. 2: Single and di-Higgs pT distributions for Higgs pair
gluon fusion production at the 14 TeV LHC.
also include the predictions from exact hh + 0 parton
showered with Pythia. The curves are all normalized to
their own predictions, except the Loop with matching one
which is scaled by a factor of 1.25. 1 The HEFT doesn’t
not describe the top quark effects well as expected, while
the other two agree well each other as should be.
In Figs. 2, we show single and di-Higgs pT distributions
for Standard Model Higgs GF production at the 14TeV
LHC. 2 In the phT plot, one can again see the HEFT does
not describe well the behavior. Instead, as expected, loop
effects show a softening of the Higgs pT , especially at
quite high pT . The Loop with matching curve agrees well
with exact hh + 0 parton showered result, except being
a bit soft at high pT tail, which is due to the softening
effect from exact hh+ 1 parton contributions included.
The phhT distributions essentially reflects the accom-
panying jet information and thus are quite sensitive to
the loop effects. As one can see, the HEFT and ex-
act hh + 0 parton showered samples predict a too hard
tail, although at low phhT they agree well with Loop with
1 The exact loop cross section reads 16.1fb and the Loop one 12.9fb
2 Note in the phh
T
plot, we don’t scale the Loop with matching
curve but keep its own normalization to show explicitly the agree-
ment with exact hh+ 1 parton level curve.
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FIG. 3: Jet rates for Higgs pair gluon fusion production at
the 14TeV LHC.
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FIG. 4: phhT distributions for Higgs pair gluon fusion produc-
tion at the 14 TeV LHC, with the trilinear Higgs parameter
λ scaled from the SM value by a factor of 2 and 0.5.
matching curve. This is again due to the softening effect
from exact hh+1 parton contributions, which can be seen
from the agreement between Loop with macthing and the
exact hh+ 1 parton level curves. Note at very high phhT ,
the Loop with matching prediction is a bit harder than
the hh+ 1 one, because of additional jet radiation from
shower.
4Fig. 3 shows the corresponding jet rates for different
minimum jet pjT of 30 and 100 GeV. As is readily seen
from the figure, the effect of properly including loop ef-
fects is significant already at the order of 10-20% with a
jet pjT cutoff at 30 GeV, and increasingly important for
larger cutoff values. This immediately translates to the
effect of e.g. a jet veto with a given pjT cutoff for the
veto.
Finally, in In Fig. 4 we show the phhT distributions for
the cases of trilinear Higgs parameter λ scaled from the
SM value by a factor of 2 and 0.5, with similar behaviour
as the above SM case, which proves our framework also
works here.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented the first fully ex-
clusive simulation of gluon fusion inclusive Higgs pair
production based on the exact one-loop matrix ele-
ments for hh + 0, 1 partons, matched to Pythia par-
ton showers using shower-kT matching schemes imple-
mented inMadGraph/MadEvent. We have compared
the loop reweighted matched results with the correspond-
ing HEFT results, exact hh+0 parton showered results,
and, when possible, with exact hh + 1 parton level pre-
dictions. We have studied the most relevant kinematic
distributions, such as Higgs pair pT spectra and jet rates.
Our results highlight the importance of a complete loop
calculation at large pT for a standard model Higgs. Such
improved simulations might be particularly relevant in
searches performed via multivariate analysis techniques
where details about the kinematic distributions of the
Higgs decay products and accompanying jets can have
significant impact on the results.
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